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FOREWORD

This study was conducted for the Directorate of Civil Works, Office of the Chief of
Engineers (OCE), under CWIS 316.60. "Fasteners for Machinery and Appurtenances in
Civil Works Hydraulic Structures." The OCE Technical Monitor was Mi. J. Robertson.
DAEN-CWE-E.

This research was performed by the lEagineering and Materials (EM) Division of thle
U.S. Army, Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL). Cavitation and galling
tests were conducted at the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, CO by Mr. 1-. Uyeda.
Dr. R. Quattrone is Chief of CERL-EM.

COL Louis J. Circeo is Commander and Director of CERL and Dr. L. R. Shaffer is
Technical Director.
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WROUGHT STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS Objective
FOR CIVIL WORKS APPLICATIONS The objective of this study was to develop a aiste'lel

,election guide to help the Civil Works design enyineei

select wvrought stainless steels on tite basis of coiro'it11

INTRODUCTION 
esist nce. iec han ica plOP Ies.A ii LI

Approach
Newly developed stainless steels With potential toi

Background Civil Works applications were identified. Available data
Civil Woik,s puttlpiig stations and tilrbiiie geieiaitw oii cheilial composition, heat treatment. and illecliall-

cali cost millions of dollars to build aid Maiintain. A.. ieal properties were collected. Vendors' data were val-

almost insignificant part of this expense is for high- idated and additional measurements of iterest to
strength bolts used to anchor pumps, turbines, and join Corps Civil Works structure applications were con-
pump flanges. However, some of the bolts now used ii ducted. The uniform corrosion resistance, pitting
Civil Works Systems have failed in less than 5 years. resistance, galvanic compatibility with carbon steels.
Such failures can cause dangerous downtimes and sig- galling resistance, cavitation corrosion resistance.
nificantly increase operation and maintenance costs.' and dynamic fracture toughness of the steels were nca-
In ntany cases. the cost of tile material for the failed sured it tire laboratory. lInformation concerning me-
part is negligible compared to the repair cost aid the chanical properties. stress corrosion cracking (S'CC)
consequent losses in navigation and/or hydroelectric behavior, and cost were compiled.
power production.

Mode of Technology Transfer
The U.S. Arny Corps of Engineers has been using This study will impact the revision of Civil Works

Type 304 stainless steel (SS) for Civil Works applica- Guide Specifications CW 05501, Metal Fabrication.
tions where good corrosion resistance is needed. Al- Machine Work and Miscellaneous Provisions arid CW
though Type 304 SS resists corrosion well enough in 05502. Miscellaneous Metal Materials, Standard Art-
most environments, its yield strength is limited to 40 icles, and Shop Fabricated Items.
ksi (276 MN/m 2 ) in sections larger than 5 cm (50 mn)
in diameter. As an alternate, the Corps has used Type
410 SS where higher yield strengths are needed, but
410 SS does not have adequate corrosion and stress SELECTING STAINLESS STEELS FOR
corrosion resistance. Type 410 SS is also very sensitive 2CIVIL WORKS STRUCTURES
to heat treatment: improperly heat treated 410 SS has
failed in some Civil Works structures. Criteria for Materials Selection

Fasteners used for machinery and appurtenances in
Although the Corps' use of stainless steels in Civil Civil Works hydraulic structures are exposed to corro-

Works applications has been limited to Types 304 and sive environments, relatively high mechanical stresses
410, many new types are being used or modified for (both static and dynamic), abrasion wear. artd contact
use each year. For example, precipitation hardened witlt dissimilar metals.
stainless steels. which are about twice as strong as 304
SS, are being applied with much success by high- Materials selected for these fasteners should be inex-
technology private industry. Thus. the Office of the pensive, readily available, and have the following prop-
Chief of Engineers. Directorate of Civil Works, asked erties:
the U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory (CERL) to investigate stainless steel alloys I. Low uniforn corrosion rate.
other than types 304 and 410 to determine which, if
any, have potential for improving fastener performance 2. Resistance to pilling and c-evice con osiolt.
in Civil Works Systems.

3. !lectrocheitical compatibility with other inetal,
J. Aleszka. Failure Analysis of' "Fainter Gate Cable-.djust- in the structure (to minitnie galvanic corlosion).

ing Bolts. Technical Report (TR) M-120/ADA008996 (U.S.
Ainy Construction Engineering Research Laboratory ICERLI.
April 1975); and A. Kunmar. R. Lampo. and F. Kearney. 4

Cathodic Protection of Civil Works Structures. TR M-276/
ADA080057 (C-RL. December 1979). 5. Resistance to SCC and corrosion fatigue.



o. Resistance to erosion corrosion and cavitation. Potentiodynamic Tests
Potentiodynarnic tests were conducted using a

High strength and toughness. Princeton Applied Research (PAR) Model 350 corro-
sion measurement system. These tests were done in IN

. Mechanical compatibility with other metals in tt 2SO 4 and IN H2 S0 4 with 0.5M NaCI with bubbled
the structure (to avoid fastener or structure failures nitrogen gas. Potentiodynamic tests in Columbia River
caused by galling or seizure). water bubbled with air were conducted on PAR cor-

rosion systems consisting of a Model 175 universal
Stainless Steels for Civil Works Applications programmer, a Model 173 potentiostatigalvanostat

The optimization of certain metal properties can with a Model 376 logarithmic current converter mod-
reduce or eliminate other desirable features. For ex- ule, and a standard Greene cell. Specimens were de-
ample, some extremely corrosion resistant materials greased, polished to a O00-grit surface finish, and
are prohibitively expensive; others, like the 300 series mounted in a flat specimen holder exposing I cm2
stainless steels, give up strength for improved corro- (lOOmm-) of metal. Corrosion cell potentials were
sion resistance. Therefore, the selection of fastener allowed to stabilize before starting the scans: the cor-
materials requires a compromise to ensure that these rosion potential vs a saturated calomel electrode
materials will exhibit the optimized properties under (SCE) of each sample was noted. Scans were performed
specific conditions. at a rate of 0.1 mV/s and terminated at potentials

where samples visibly were corroding rapidly with
The Corps has traditionally used 400 series stainless associated high currents. An SCE was used for all

steels for Civil Works structure fasteners where high electromotive force (emf) measurements.
strength is needed. However. these steels are extremely
sensitive to heat treatment and are not very corrosion Galvanic Tests
resistant. There are many other available grades of A PAR Model 350 corrosion measurement system
stainless steels such as the precipitation hardenable was used to determine the electromotive series and cor-
grades: some have properties superior to those of the rosion rates of the stainless steels. Tests were per-
400 series steels that make them candidates for use in formed in 0.5M NaCI in distilled water solutions.
Civil Works structures.

The emf series measurements were obtained bv
Many stainless steels are available in both wrought measuring the potential of test stainless steel samples

and cast form; only wrought grades which could be (and A36 steel) vs an SCE. This measurement was
cold or hot worked and had properties with potential taken 10 s after immersion in 0.5M NaCI solution.
for Civil Works applications were considered for this Samples were degreased and polished to a 00-grit
study. Eight grades of stainless steels were selected on finish before the emf measurements.
the basis of desirable properties for Civil Works applica-
tions: 304 SS, 410 SS, Carpenter Custom 450 SS, Corrosion currents were measured by coupling
Carpenter Custom 455 SS, 17-4 PH SS, PH 13-8 Mo SS, stainless steel specimens to A3b steel and measuring
Nitronic 50 (N50) SS. and Nitronic 60 (N60) SS. the current after 4 hours of immersion in 0.5M NaCI

purged with air. Both the test sample and the A36
The properties, metallurgy, and modes of corrosion steel consisted of 0.75 in. (18 mm) diameter rods

of the steels selected for this investigation are detailed 0.5 in. (12 mm) thick. The two steels were mounted
in Appendix A. 0.25 in. (6 mm) apart in a holder exposing only the

circumference of each sample.

Cavitation Tests
3 PROCEDURE Cavitation tests were conducted essentially in accor-

dance with ASTM G-32, Standard Method of Vibratory
Cavitation Erosion Test. The vibratory test apparatus

One-inch (24.5-mm) diameter rods of the test stain- was a Lab-line No. 9100 Ultratip Labsonic System
less steels were machined to appropriately sized samples. (Figure 1). Tests were conducted at a generator output
The chemical composition and mechanical properties of 125 W, which corresponds to a resonant frequency
of these sample alloys are shown in Tables I and 2. of 21 kHz and a peak-to-peak displacement amplitude
respectively, of 2.2 mils (as determined by oscillographic and filar

8
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Mechaoical Propertie~s of Fest Alloys*

'114 mI~tcnlml SS61 4 I 11

410 matenll! SC1lI S 1114 -1 1 2 24

(aI c ei(ir o 1'um45 55 SS 1 144 1 4o1 2,11

('arperer ("ustomi 4501 SS (heat ire;Iedt**. 1 I 4 196 1() tI I3Ill

.11 ['111 ( 4 ', 55S*' I I 114 14 1t 11

('I ijinicr 435 SS (licit treitedt" 21s 221t %1

ki - '-4 I'll SS - I P- 121 1

krm,-o 1 " 4 VItI SS (licit reated)-" IS 25 1 )l2 7 I1~ 11

V M, 1 3 II- 8 \t11 SS** 1 (1( 1601 15 331

\r11c" It 1 1-8 Mo SS Oicat treatedl I" 16.01 228.11 14(1 444

\rrllco \551 5S SO1 I 2 40111 24 5

*\r T1l' 56W5 5 S2 1114 1,11 11

413101, jllo *~L teet 124.3 1 3i1.5 2(1 28.o

*1 roll mill test reports 11141115 1therssise indicated. Metric conversiolns: I ksi =N-ii I on. 24.5 miin: ( 1 32 8

**Mill 11151 rettitls notl availailnomTalllft properties tril 11 11111t111k., shm% nf.

+ Heat"] t, n m i n itaine~d It I .1 ';0 1 tort 4 holurs .1141. cIII td i,1\%1I.

+4--4-tlecdl to irtd malZintaine1d at 1,(1501) lol 4 tours anld cooled stinkt.

\ot11 I he llerkoI1 Socit1 lilt I estim-w anls
1 

Material, I AS 1 M IStandard lo ithe1 111c't111111dtl testllngo I steel
is Sta idard I fi-rh ds ad fklfinitiols for Uflchwa i 1(14111 o'1 Mel?/ ile( ts. AN SI A S M3 I \1 A

Il I tM. I '~

Ittlcrisco.pic measurements, respectively). The Lab- Galling Tests
line equipment uses a hexagonal-faced test specimlen Tire galling tests "~ere conducted similar to AS Im
with a short diameter of 0.49)46 itl. (1 2.50 mmll). [)2o70-, 7 . Standard~ .1it'tjtlld for Mecasuring We'ar
resul tittg it a test surface area of 0.21 1i ) sjinl. (1-10,7 Proilwrtics ofj I-mi Iubricanis ( Fakex Mtet/id 1 ( ASTM.
111t1V I. file test surface was finally ground to a I U-rins" 1077). usirtg a F~alex frict ion and wear testing miacinte,
fintish. pilt and \ee block model (igurIlIes 2 arid 31 . Jourirals

Arnd vecL blocks o1 thIe test dlilN\%weie pi epar ed -
Thme specimens were exporsed until a steady-state cleanted. and plac ed itt thre eqitpmtet t derorrmied water

erosomr rate was obtainred: tis rate was determined w as used as tile lubricant. Time temrrprM(ure ill the
gravirnerrically. 1 ie erosion rate was calculated frontm water at thie start ofrthe test was 73} 22(' . Followk-
tire weightm loss rates by correcting for specitmen surface Itng a1 runt-in periodl of 3 minutes wvithr a direct lioad of
area atnd test alloy detnsity. Duplicate tests were co~n- 2001 lb (Q4I kg). tile load was imcreased irt 50-lb 2-Kgl
ducted for eacb material Increments, using the automniatic ratchet loading muechr-

anism (thle load was maintained at each load fot I -
*root Ililan i suar minute periods). This process was repeated until tire
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Figure 1. Cavitation test asseiohl . Arrow points ito thle lest specirlicil it thle tip) Of t11e Ultrasonic horn assembly.
The upper photograph siosthe Cavitdlti cloud.
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Figure 2. Falex friction and wear testing apparatus. Arrow points out the test specimen (journal and vee blocks).

direct load exceeded 1000 lb (453 kg), the torque 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
exceeded 55 in.-lb (6.21 N-in), or the locking pin
seized or sheared. No effort was made to control the
temperature of the water, which sometimes reached Potentiodynanic Scans
the boiling point. At the conclusion of each test, the Potentiod. "nanic scans of the 12 steels in IN
journals and vee blocks were examined to determine H2 S0 4 , IN 112S0 4 with 0.5M NaCI. and Columbia

the mode of failure. The coefficients of friction were River water are shown in Appendix B (Figures BI
determined from the maximum torque and direct load through R 2). Corrosion potential. primary passivation
data, and from the test specimen geometry using the current and voltage, passive voltage ranges, and average

following formula: passive currents for each steel in each solution were
2.97 T determined from potentiodynamic scans. These results

# DL (Eq 1] are summarized for the stainless steels in Columbia

where: p=coefficient of friction River water, IN 112S0 4 . and IN H2SO 4 with 05M

T = maximum torque NaCI in Tables 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

DL = direct load
Table 3 shows that all the steels were passive in Co-

Dynamic Fracture Toughness Tests luntibia River waste. Corrosion current increased with

Dynamic fracture toughness tests of the steels were increasing anodic potential up to a potential of E,

performed at 72, 32, and -60' F (22, 0, and -510 C) (with an associated current. I , ). The corrosion current

according to Koppenaal's procedure. 2  then remained relatively constant with increasing
potential tip to a potential of El (with an associated

2 T. J. Koppenaal. Dynamic Fracture Toughness Measure- current I), where transpassive behavior (i.e., break-
ments of High-Strength Steels Using Precracked Charpy Spe- down) with accelerated corrosion began. This table also

cimens, ASTM Special Technical Publication 563 (American
Society for Testing and Materials [ASTM1, 1974), pp. 92-117. shows the corrosion potential (Eor), EII II. Et, and

It for each steel. Corrosion currents of all the steels in

12
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the anodic passive range were on the order of 10" The potentiodynamic scans in the three solutions
A cm. (l '- Animt I. However. 410 SS exhibited a showed that, with the exception of 410 SS, all of tile
much narrower passive range than the other steels. This steels exhibited similar anodic behavior in river water
roehavior suggests that 410 SS is more susceptible to and sulfuric acid. The 410 SS sample was found to
pitting than tile othet steels, exhibit tile poorest anodic behavior and the greatest

sensitivity to attack by chloride-containing environ-

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the results of potentio. ments. The N50 sample exhibited the best resistance

dynamic scans of the stainless steels in IN HSO4 and to accelerated corrosion due to the presence of chloride

IN H, S04 with 0.5MI NaCI. respectively. Tables 4 and ions; the N50 and N6O0 samples had good resistance to

5 list - , primary passivation potential and current breakdown, but exhibited high passive currents. The
other steels exhibited similar resistance to attack by

(Epp and ipp). range of the constant current passive oteselsxhbedinfarssaceoatcky
regionp n E), ranile ofehe cosn current sie chloride ions, had relatively low passive currents, and
region (Ep - Er), and thle average corrosion current in

chloride ions had a large effect on breakdown voltage.the passive region (a e . Again. at applied potentials

above Et. tile steels exhibit transpassive behavior with
associated accelerated corrosion rates. Galvanic Tests

Table 6 shows the emf measurements for the test
samples vs an SCE. The metals were ranked accordingTable 4 shw htin IN H-t SO4t purged with nitro- n . a h es ol.Tescn ount
to potential (Vo); the N50 sample was the most noblegen to limit oxygen accessibility, only N50 was naturally and A30 was the least noble. Th~e second column in

passive. The steels all exhibited passive currents on the Table 6 shows the potential difference between each
order of 10'A and breaikdown (Et) at about 0.9 V steel and A36 steel. All of the stainless steels are cath-
ISCE). Table 5 shows that none of the steels were odic with respect to A36. The potential difference
naturally passive in IN HSO, with 0.5M NaCI. and between these two metals provides the driving force
that 410 SS did not exhibit any passivity in this for corrosion; the larger the potential difference, the
solution. greater the driving force. All the steels, except N50

and N60. were more compatible with A36 than 304 SS
The addition of NaCI to the sulfuric acid resulted tbased only on potential difference).

in breakdown voltages and higher passive currents that
ranged from 10' to l0- Aicm- 10-4 to 10'  It should be noted that corrosion rates cannot be
Aimm'). The effect of NaCI in H2SO 4 on the corro- predicted based on potential difference alone. This
sion of the steels was quantified by determining the measurement only defines anodic and cathodic mater-
reduction of the passive potential range when the ials coupled together in a particular environment. In
sulfuric acid solution contained 0.SM NaCI. The different environments, two metals coupled together
following equation was used to determine the percent may exhibit a different anode and cathode than that
reduction in passive region ("r RP) for each steel shown predicted by the emf measurements.
in Table 5:

RP = 100 × I - Table 7 shows the results of galvanic current mea-
surements of the steels tested coupled with A3o steel

E, - Ep IN |t2S0 4 + 0.5M NaC) 21 The 410 SSiA36 sample exhibited the highest corrosion
- E( . SOI)N H'S04 current: the NbO/A36 sample exhibited the lowest cor-

rosion current. The galvanic corrosion Currents of 410
The 304 SS, NO0. and N50 test samples exhibited SS/A36. Custon 455 (HI050)/A3., 1 -4 PH (ST), A36,

the least reduction in the passive region (34 percent, and N50/A36 couples were all higher than that of the
21 percent, and no effect, respectively), but the 304 304 SS/'A36 couples; couples with the other steels
SS and NbO samples exhibited the highest passive cur- yielded lower galvanic currents. In all cases, the A36
rents: 8.36 X 10-4 and 4.70 X 10' A/cm2 (8.36 X was the anode in the corrosion circuit.
10-' and 4.70 X 10' A/mm 2 ). The NSO sample ex-
hibited a very low passive current: 2.02 X l0 A/cm2  Cavitation Tests
12.02 X l0-8 A/mm2 ). The passive regions of the other Table 8 lists the results of the cavitation tests. The
steels were reduced more than oO percent, but passive test materials, ranked in order of their relative cavita-
currents remained below 5 X 10- A/cm' (5 X 10"  tion resistance in this test. are listed in Table ). Figure
Aimm' ). 4 shows a typical specimen after testing.

14
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Table 6 Table 7
Electromotive Series Results* Galvanic Corrosion Results*

Material V0, V(SCE) Steel/A36, Couple, V A36 Coupled With Ig A/CM2 .*

N50 -0.293 0.281 304 SS 2.10 × 10-5

N60 --0.327 0.247 410SS 2.5 x 10-5

304 SS -0.328 0.246 Custom 450 (ST) 2.0 x 10-5

Custom 450 (ST) 0.330 0.244 Custom 450 (H1150) 1.6 x 10-5

PH 13-8 Mo (ST) --0.350 0.224 Custom 455 (ST) 2.0 x 10-5

Custom 450 (HI 150) -0.362 0.212 Custom 455 (HI050) 2.3 x 10- 5

Custom 455 (HLOSO) -0.362 0.212 17-4 PH (ST) 2.2 x 10-5

PH 13-8 Mo (HIl50) -0.372 0.202 17-4 PH (HI 150) 1.9 x 10. 5

17-4 PH (HI150) -0.384 0.190 PH 13-8 Mo (ST) 1.9 x 10 5

Custom 455 (ST) -0.384 0.190 PH 13-8 Mo (HII50) 1.9 x 10- 5

17-4 PH (ST) -0.396 0.178 N50 2.2 x 10- 5

41OSS -0.488 0.086 N60 1.4 x 10-5

A36 -0.574 0 *Tests conducted in 0.SM NaC1.

*Potentials measured in 0.5M NaCI. **A/Cm 2 = 0.01 A/mm 2

The test method used in this study determined the
rate of erosion based on the generation of cavitation

32~ (, ,: bubbles that collapsed on the face of a test specimen
vibrating at high frequency in water. This method can

S t a in .C t ( - be used to determine the relative resistance of a varietyS t a e e of alloys to the effects of cavitation under standard

specified conditions. Reportedly, the American Society
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) has successfully com-
pleted a round robin test, resulting in the ASTM stan-
dard method.' The cavitation intensity using this

.' .method is such that steady-state erosion rates can be
determined in a matter of hours (normally less than 8),
even for the more highly resistant materials. Having
such a rapid test available means that candidate mater-
ials can be screened quickly without resorting to other
known mechanical properties such as hardness and
such concepts as strain energy,4 which has not been
demonstrated to be a reliable indicator of a material's
response in cavitation environments.

7 r 1 0 U r S 3Standard Method of Vibratory Cvitation Erosion Test,

ANSI/ASTM G32 (ASTM, 1977).
4T. E. Backstrom, A Suggested Metallurgical Parameter in

Figure 4. Surfaces of duplicate specimens of 304 Alloy Selection for Capitation Resistance, USBR Laboratory
austenitic SS after testing. Surfaces were Report No. ChE-72, (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, December
machined to a l-rms finish before testing. 1967).
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Table 8
Results of Cavitation Tests*

Average

Weight Elapsed Erosion Erosion
Density Loss Time Rate Rate

Alloy Designation (g/cm3) (mg) (hr) (in./yr) (in./yr)

304 austenitic SS 7.92 294 5.0 1.5 1.7
7.92 28 I 5.0 1.8

410 martensitic SS 7.75 56.6 5.0 3.7 3.8
7.75 72.3 6.0 3.9

Carpenter Custom 450 (ST) 7.81 22.2 4.0 1.8 1.9
7.81 30 6 5.0 2.0

Carpenter Custom 450 (heat treated) 7.67 14 3 b.0 1.2 1.3
7.67 15.0 6.0 1.3

Carpenter 455 (heat treated) 7.83 16.6 7.0 0.8 0.9
783 22.1 8.0 0.9

Armco 17-4 PH (ST) 7.78 26.1 5.0 1.7 1.6
7.78 21-9 5.0 1.4

Armco 17-4 PH (heat treated) 7.82 15.0 4.0 1.2 1.2

Armco PH 13-8 Mo 7,47 21.2 5.0 1.4 1.5
7.47 22.0 5.0 1.5

Armco PH 13-8 Mo (heat treated) 7.80 20.6 4.0 1.7 1.5
7.80 16.3 4.0 1.3

Armco N60 7.64 12.7 12.0 0.4 0.4
7.64 10.8 12.0 0.3

4130 low alloy steel 7.86 22.6 3.0 2.4 2.5
7.86 30.6 4.0 2.5

*Metric conversions: I g/cm2 = 100 g/mm 2 ; I in./yr 24.5 mm/yr.

The Armco N60 material, which performed best in The 410 martensitic SS. which uses chromium as
this test, is a relatively new stainless steel. It is a nom- the main alloying element, performed more poorly
inal 18-8 chromium nickel austenitic stainless steel than the AISI 4130 low-alloy steel in the cavitation
that is nitrogen modified. It reportedly possesses test.
about the same corrosion resistance as 304 SS and is
easy to weld, an important consideration when Galling Tests
selecting materials for repairing pump and turbine The results of the galling tests appear in Table 10.
components. s  Figure 5 shows typical examples of the two modes of

failure: gall and seize. The alloy test combinations are
The 17-4 PH precipitation hardenable SS, the 304 categorized in accordance with their failure modes and

austenitic SS, and the Carpenter Custom 450 SS all coefficients of friction in Table II.
had about the same response to the effects of the cav-
itation test used in this study. These steels are iron These tests indicate that the Falex friction and wear

alloys, with chromium and nickel as the primary alloy- tester can provide both qualitative and quantitative
ing elements. results on the relative adhesive wear resistance of

materials combinations. This test, which determines
SArmco Nitronic 60 Stainles Steel, Armco Steel Corpo- adhesive wear resistance under dynamic conditions,

ration Product Data Sheet S-56a (Armco, October 1976). more nearly simulates wear ring service than the quasi-
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Table 9
Ranking of Alloys in Accordance with Cavitation Resistance*

BrineU Erosion
Hardness Rate

Ranking Alloy Designation No. (in./yr)

I Armco N60 201 0.4

2 Carpenter 455 (heat treated) 418 0.9

3 Armco 17-4 PH (heat treated) 388 1.2

4 Carpenter Custom 450 (heat treated) 320 1.3

5 Armco PH 13-8 Mo 331 1.5

6 Armco PH 13-8 Mo (heat treated) 444 1.5

7 Armco 17-4 PH 321 1.6

8 304 austentic SS 197 1.7

9 Carpenter Custom 450 270 1.9

10 4130 low alloy steel 286 2.5

11 410 matensitic SS 223 3.8

*Metric conversion: I in./vr 24.5 mm/yr.

* 14I

N'li t ronic - 0 4)10
Stainless Strel St.iinless Steel

Test 1>o. 1 TSt ,.o. 1
Figure S. Photographs of gall test specimens showing failure modes (gall on left and seize on right).
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Table I I
Relationship of Failure Mode to Coefficient of Friction

(,elficient

Journal Vee Blocks I'ailure of

Alloy Designation Alloy Designation Mode Uriction

Arrnco N60 4130 low alloy steel Gall 0.20

Arinco N60 Armco N60 Gall 0.22

Armco N60 Carpenter 450 SS Gall 0.23

Armoo PI 13-8 Mo (lcat treated) Arm(o 13-8 Mo (lieat treated) Gall 0.24

Carpenter 450 (heat treated) Carpenter 450 (heat treated) Gall 0.26

304 austenitic SS Carpenter 450 Gall 0.27

Carpenter 455 (heat treated) Armco N60 Gall 0.27

Arioco 17-4 PH SS 304 austenitie SS Gall 0.29

304 austenitic SS 410 martensitic SS Gall 0.30

Carpenter 455 (heat treated) Carpenter 455 (heat treated) (;all 0.30

304 austenitic SS 304 austenitic SS Gall 0.47

Armco N60 Armco 17-4 PH SS Gall 0.47

304 austenitic SS Armco N60 Seizure 0.65

Carpenter 450 SS Carpenter 450 SS Seizure 0.65

Aritco 17-4 I'll SS Armco N60 Seizure 0165

4130 low alloy steel 4130 low alloy steel Seutov 1182

410 martensitic SS 410 martensilic SS Seizure 0.82

410 martensitic SS Armco N60 Seizure 0.82

431 martensitic SS Armco N60 Seizure 0.82

304 austenitic SS 4130 low alloy steel Seizure 0.82

Armco 17-4 PH SS Armco 17-4 PH SS Seizure 0.82

Armco 17-4 PH SS Armco 17-4 PH (heat treated) Seizure 0.82

Armco 17-4 PH (heat treated) Armco 17-4 PH (heat treated) Seizure 0.82

Armeo 17-4 PH (heat treated) Armco 17-4 PH SS Seizure 0.82

Armco N60 410 martensitic SS Seizure 0.82 5.

Armco PH 13-8 Mo Arinco PH! 13-8 Mo Seizure 0.82
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static test conducted by industry.' Qualitative results 3. Coefficients of friction for test couples failing by
can be obtained by comparing the modes of failurec the seizure mode of more than 0.65.
quantitative comparisons can be made by using the
values of the friction coefficient generated. Dynamic Fracture Toughness Tests

Table 12 summarizes the Dynamic Fracture Tough-
The galling tests revealed: nesses (KID) of the steels. The N50 and 410 steels

exhibited the lowest toughness at room temperature.
1. A strong relationship between coefficients of Average values are only reported for steels where more

friction (calculated for test combinations and mode of than one value of KID was determined.
failure).

Fastener Selection Parameters
Coefficients of friction for couples failing by the Table 13 summarizes the properties of the steels

gall mode of between 0.22 and 0.55. investigated. Improper heat treatment of the precipi-
tation hardenable steels can result in the loss of high
strength, corrosion resistance, and resistance to SCC.

6%. j. Schumacher. "New Galling Data Aid in Selecting Optimum properties result from the HI 150 ± 15'F
Stainless Steels," Materials Engineering (April 1973). (±-9 0 C) treatment for Custom 450. 17-4 PH, and PH

Table 12
Dynamic Fracture Toughness Test Results

KID (ksi-in. )*
Alloy Designation 22°C 0C -5 IoC

AISI 304 SS 92.8
115.8 96.4 125.0

Average = 104.3 Average = NA Average = NA

AISi 410 SS 82.3 105.4
81.7 85.0 117.8

Average = 82.0 Average = 95.2 Average = NA
Carpenter 455 102.2 96.0

139.7 99.8 149.4

Average = 121.0 Average = 97.9 Average = NA

Armco 17-4 PH 96.9
97.2 NA 118.3

Average = 97.1 Average = NA

Armco PH 13-8 Mo 91.9 140.5
112.0 116.6 188.2

Average = 102.0 Average = 128.3 Average = NA

Armco N50 68.7 144.0
85.4 102.0 145.6
94.0 118.4 138.0

Average = 82.7 Average = 121.5 Average = 141.8

Armco N60 100.9 98.1
106.9 92.8 166.4
103.1 149.2 116.9

Average = 103.7 Average = 113.4 Average 141.7

'Metric conversion: I ksi-in.' 9.1 x 10 7 Pa-mZ
NA = not applicable.
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I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C S-iNo nd115 54 *4( eautniit To Ile rults wd vala~ti.n alltiny estsa.re slio'.n
Custotin 455, 1 bus. only these heal trealnienit tie mn The tentih .ini elevelih ;-ms ot 1 able I", Thle NOt)
specified in FLib 13) kc dCliltd sMipeilo .asltalion ini galling resistance,

1th allo A as Jestened as a gall-resistanit ailn 1
I Aillc II 1)lso list~s Ole Iflinie lensile strisih,,0 -410) SS exhltrwted tilt POWr cavitatnon and gallinp re-

LIst 0.2 peic:ent offset s ieid sires. M0.2' peicenii Y's) si~iatte. Ilhe otlier ll\had cavitatimn rssae
percent elontzation inl 2 inl. (So 111n10 and (hIaip\ simnilat it) that of 304 SS
\'-Notcli toughness in toot-pounds. flie 304 SS used itt

this investigationl was a1 I-iii. ( 24.5-llitni h ar whilch %kal A sumnnarvi of the dynamnic fracture toughntesses ot
10 peircent cold w orkcd thus. it had relatively high thle steels at three temiperatures appears in the iwAelfib
stien, b (()I) ksi [b8,'3 MN OV!p it should he 1iiiCd row (if Table 13.

* that in 304 SS thicket thtan a 5-cmn ( SO-nut I dianietet
cold \wirking ctn increase strengzth in only about 40 fihe properties of pieCipitailoil0 Itardenil ll, 111
ksi p 2 6 MN im- 1. Thle N50 is a relatively soft stines a% be adversels affected i ntpi opet heait ticattineto

steel \&sihich hais low strength and hingh toughness. i the 1rances of treatmnent temperatures that cai it tse
has slightly higher strength and lower toughness thant loss of desirable properties ate listed in thle thirteenth
N60. Thle precipitation hardenable steels exhibit high rowA of Table 1I1. Fitese allo\ - are also sensitive to S((
strength. low& ductilit\ . aitd moderate to high tough- resuiltne froinl improper heat treatment. I-le 410) SS
niess. Thle 410 SS exhibits high streingth and thle lowest is IghO'ly susceptible to S( C the oilier steels, are loss -

toughness (Charpsy V-Notch toughness =24 ft-lb strength alloys which do not suiffer from SCC. except
132.5 N-mij .inl very aggressive environments.

gh alvantic corrosion lale.s of tile ,teels Coupled I lie costs of the stsIiJulI 19SI quotes for '000 lb
with ;Vlo steel and fite potential of tifle steels vs A30 1(107 kgj of' I-inl. I 24.5-nin]j bars) are tabulated ill the
steel are listed in [lhe sevetili and eighth rows of' Fable last row of Table 131. Costs ranged fiom) SI .;7 i, 1,Z Q7

13. The corrosion potentials do tnot help predict thle lb 6 3,.4b to $ 13.1 9,/kg).
corrosion rate (i.e., corrosion current)I. but show that
all of' thle stainless Istel are catluod c when electrically Summary
Coupled to carbon steel structural alloys such as A.36 Fromt Table 13 it is evideti that
or -4130 in the environments typically encountered iii

* Civil Works applications. The 410 SS A30 couple ex- I . The 4 10 SS should not be used for fasteners iii
Itibited the higliest galvanic corrosion ctirrent (I1 .0 aqlueous environmenss but miay be used for applica-
mA cm2" 10.010 ill: mm2i* I . and thle N60 A36 couple lions such as plates where low stresses and truildlx
exhibited the lowest galvanic corrosion current (0.09 corrosive environments are encountered.
mA cm2' [0.01) mnA mmn2 )I. The other steels exhibited
galvanic corrosion currents similar to that of 304 SS. 2.The 304 SS is recommended for use as a corro-

sion resistant material whiere low stresses are encotin-
The effect of chloride ions on the anodic potential tered. such as gate seal plates.

range where the steels remain passive is shown in ihe
ninth row of Table 13. Linder the test conditions. 410 3. The N50 is recommended for low-strength appli-
SS exhibited the poorest resistance to chloride ion cations where resistance io pitting atfack by Chlorife,.
attack the passive region was eliminated (ie., there is desired.
was a 100 perceni reduction in thle passive region).
The precipitation liardenable steels were mo~derately 4. The N60 exhibits good corrosion resistance and
sensitive to the chloride ions and 304 SS. N50, and N60 is suggested for use as ait antigalling mnaterial at rela-
were the least affected by chloride ions. Passive cur- lively low to moderate stresses. Oilier steels having
rents in the chloride-containing environments did not corrosion resistances sitidiar to 304 SS should be
exhibit the samte trend. but relatively low passive cur- used where higher strengths are necessary.-
rents were observed for the steels which passivated.

5. Thle 17-4 PH atud (tistom 450 are recommtntded
for use in aqtueous envirnnenis stich as bolts in pumips

*Elongation in percent in 2 in. (50 non) hardness is the and turbines where both high otrength and eon osiot

Brinell or Rockwell scale tRb or R.). resistatnce are required. Hlowever. it is necessarN Ito
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APPENDIX A: as a. rlu5, phase has a bodycentered ubic sI tuctUre
PROPERTIES, METALLURGY. AND MODES arid can contain as much as 0 02 percent carhoni in
OF CORROSION OF STAINLESS STEELS solid Solution. file aust~entle. or01 lt 41 o hst

FII -gure A I has a tace-centeied cuihic: Nltructure and
mlay Contain a1s Mtuch ias -'.0 picet tofi In 'oiid

Stainless Steels Soilutiotn. Mai teniile is not -slhown Ii Figuie A\I it is

Steels haiving varied corrosion iesistance anid me- a iton1equilihiitu phase consisting of a bod\ -:eiitte
hlan ic al properties are available t oday inl manl\ shapes tet ragoinal iron %k ithI caibh n ItI Sn pe sat ili.ted solid

and sizes. The selection of steels to fit a particular soluitionl
application requires a basic understanding of thle
metallurgy anid properties of available steels. Ini general, -stainless steels are mole ductile and

tougher than carbon steels. Strength and hardness maN
Stainless steels are defined as steels having a min- be Increased by cold work of ferritic and austenitlic

iniuin of I1) to I12 percent chromium. wvhich gives them IN pes anid by teait treatment of precipitation hardening
unproved corrosion resistance properties Few of' these atid inartensitic grades. Also, Some ferritic grades cait
steels oni aiti less mthant 0 percent iron or more thain be hardened slightly by heait treatment.
ii per:eiti :11ii1iiiluiiu. Iliese alloys lte available III

' rought i ist torni. casiings .ire available in all of I-'erriuic Grades
tie -i ades usedl tm % i ouidh steels as well as, oilier Ferritic grades of Steel are defined as those that conl-
specimlited g~rades tot available for wrought grades. tamn at least 10 percent chromium anid that have micro-
Thtis is because wrought grades must have sufficient structures of ferrite plus carbides. Figure Al shows.
ductility to allow tot cold and hot soi king. while rthe regions of stability of the alpha ferrite phase atid rte
cast t orms need not be subjected to this cotustraitit. gamma phases in the Fe-Cr system. Tile alpha feiiite

phase is extensive while the gamma phase is closed
Stainless steels are classified based onl compositional. within a loop. When the chromium content exceeds

miucrostructural. and crystallographic factors as ferritic. 13 percent chromium. alpha ferrite is thle only stable
miartensitic. .uusteniiic. or precipitation-itardenable. phase. Hlowever. if carbon is present, it will react with

lThese Steels are based on the iron-chroiniutt systeml chromium ito tormn chrmum carbide. thius depriving
addina' different elements to this system canl greatl\, thle matrix of' chromium. As a result. some territic
affect the structure and properties of' thme resulting Steels contain extra chromium to ensure that tile cltro-
alloys. These effects can be considered by observing mium content of the matrix exceeds I13 percent
what happetns whetn various elements are added to the Ferritic grades have the advantage olver unalloyed
iroti-hroitiumn binary phase diagram shown in Figure f -errites of higher corrosion resistance."'
Al. TFie ferrite, or alpha. iron is shown in Figure Al

Alartentsitic Grades
M4artciisitic grades of steel are magnetic iron-

I- T chromium steels that may or may tnot contlain small
I - -- additions ofilloter alloy tuel elemetnts. These steels nsu-

1 alily contain ito more thtan 14 percent chtroim anid

~~ ~ ~ .oo. a m u n mt of carboin sufftic ienmt to promotme h arden ing .
I ~ If' they contain other elemnemts, their t otal concentration

-- ~ is usuially ito nmore thaii 2 to _3 percent. They are iCr-
- --- * *~% ~ritic In thle annealed state. but miartensitic after quench-

....... 0 ing from above their critical temperamtutre. These alloys
- -- -- were developed to provide a group of' steels which are

- ~ corrosion resistamnt anid hardenable bv heat treatment.

CNOmM ,% rhiese properties are obtained by adding c-arbon to thie
Fe-Cr systemn. This enlarges thle gammna-loop (see Figutle

Figure AI . Fie Fe.Cr phase diagram. A I ) aitd makes possible ittarteilsite t ransforimatiton

1) l'e~kner and I %I tiern%iein, 1landoA of Stainlesxs 8 1). Peckner and 1.M. Bernstein. iiandhooAoq Stainless
sief-lv edited h% 11 Hi (rawtrrrd and IB. (jatewosid iMcGraw- Stels edited by [L. B. Crawiord anid B tGalesvoodi ea-
11i1t Hook Co Cha~.it~pter t Hi11llBook C'o. 1977), lpP 1-2 to 1-4.



from aursenite I his occurs in a iuaiiie siilar to that and fill into three general famiilies austeii. semii-
ot ciihim steel-. %hen iiareisim ic tels ire subjected Jilstrilrc. and inartensit ic.,
ito .1 l .Ieiiiperiiiieu ce Mar tetisitic: steel, :anl
lie stIICngllICIIC1I and hardened by heartireainiewi to ie tnlartensit : t~ pes ive corttposrtrotrs closelt
%I rentiii as 1high as 2 70().) pisi IN) 52Mni2 ). hill so that inartensite fornms on) Cooling tf1om1 elevated
these JIlo~ ire trot is corrosionr resistant Lis thre ferti ikc temtperatures between about 'S0 and 1 00"F (12 a ' nd
tir auisienitIcI grades.' 38 C). Iliesc steels are based on IN Cr- Ni ausieltitic

comtpositionill withriall additions of* carbon Jand a
A1 ustenitir G;rade's .,light decrease in nickel, chromium, and manganese

Austen it ic steels are nonmnagne tic Iron and ch ro- contenits. [Durring initial cooling of' tire steel four tire
irriuri alloys which have been stifiertly alloyed range of' I850 to I 9504Y (100 to 10o3'(', soft
Witli nickel or riatnganese and nitrogen to have ant martenisie is formied. The steels are thenr aged at 900
austeniei structure at room temperature. Austenitic to) I 100"F (4x' ito)~ (t This precipitates corn-
stainless steels are formed by thle addition of a face- pounds of' nickel Witli alu.111itrnur. titanium. and trio-
centered cubic element such as nickel or manganese biutin: complex cirbides may also form durinig thre
to the iron-chromium systemr (see Figure Al). This aging process.
results in an enlargement of the gamnma loop and in
the enhancement and enlargement of the gamnma phase Thre seiaustenitic grades have M, (the mat tensilic
(austenite). For example. alloying iron chromium steels transformation temperature) below r'orfl terIperalure.
with at least 8 percent nickel suppresses the formation The steels develop a face-centered cubic structure onl
of alpha ferrite giving a stable austenitic structure at cooling fromt a solution-aninealed state. lIi this state.
roonm temperature. Austenite is nonmnagnetic as coi- they are relatively soft, ductile, and workable. The
pared with martensitic and ferrite steels. steels are their strengihented by reheating. quenching to

form martensite. and finally reheating to precipitate
The most common austenitic alloys are iron- compounds in a multistep process. Thre serniausiettitic

chromium-nickel steels commonly referred to as tire types have strengths 10 to 15 percent highter thart thre
300 series. These steels are very corrosion resistant niartensite types,
because of their high chromium and nickel content,
but give up strength for corrosion resistance. They Thre austenitic types of precipitation hardenable
cannot be hardened by heat treatment as austenite steels are basically 300 series stainless steels made with
is the only stable phase. but they can be hardened by increased amounts of nickel, aluminum, arid titarliur,
cold working. Thle type 200 grades of stainless steels to yield precipitates. Both thre rmaxinmurm and yield
are those in whricht manganese has been substituted strengthrs of these steels are lower thtan throse of oilier
for part of the nickel. Free carbon is held to a inii- grades, but they may be used to higher temperatures.
murn in austerritc steels by adding tianiumi or niobium the hreat treatment of tire austenitic grade is performted
(columbium). This avoids tire forrmationi of grain at about 1300'F (704'C). comipared to a nromnral
boundary carbide precipitates which cart cause inter- 9000F (482TC) for miarierisitic arid semaristeiitic
granular attack and loss of toughness. Somre 300 grades grades.
contain chromium contents uip to 20 percent arid itickel
contents up to 22 percent giving them very good corro- Genterally. thre precipitatiort tarderrable alloys mi
sion resistance. Other steels iii the 300 series. such as be classified as single- or double-treatinert allO\ ,
316 SS, contain molybdenum, which improves thle Alloys such as Customn 450. Cuistom 455, 17-4 Pi1.
alloys' resistance to pitting in chloride solutions.10 anid 15-i PH1 are sohiLtion-annealed at about HQOOAT

( 0400C) to dissolve the hardening agent. IThe sinric-
Precipitation 1fardenable Grades tore transforms to mnarterisite onl cooling to roomt tern-

Precipitation liardenable stainless steels are heat perature. leaving tire alloy suipersaturated Withi the
treated to their desired properties by the fabricator hardening element. A single hreat treatmtent at 000 to

_________I I 150'F (480 to 6200 C) is all trat is needed to precipi-
91). Peckner and 1. M. Bernstein, Handbook of Stainless tate the second phrase that strengthens the steel

Steels, edited by IL. B. Crawford and B. Gateworid (Mc(;raw- Double-treatment alloys such as 17-7 P11 require sub-
Htill Book Co. 1977). pp 1t4 tro 1-6. sequent heat treatments to obtain tre desired

101). Peckner and 1. M. Bernstein. Handbook of Stainmless properties.
Steels. edited by H. B. Crawford and B. Gatewood (McGraw-
Hill book Co. 1977., pp 1-6 to 1-7. 1). Pcckncr. ppi 1-7 to 1 -10.
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Precipitation hardenable steels can be hardened film in environments where it is normally likely to fail.
without a great loss of corrosion resistance, an advan- However, if pitting of the steel occurs, corrosion will
tage over other grades of steels. Stainless steels in the be as severe as that of steels which do not contain
300 series cannot be heat treated and give up strength molybdenum.
for corrosion resistance. The 400 series of precipitation
hardenable steels can be strengthened by heat treat- Heat Treatment and Welding
ment, but exhibit a lowered corrosion resistance. Various heat treatments can have a pronounced

effect on the corrosion resistance of stainless steels.
Corrosion of Stainless Steels Stainless steels exhibit higher corrosion resistance when

The corrosion resistance of stainless steel results all of the carbon is in solid solution in a homogeneous.
from the formation of a protective hydrous oxide film single-phase alloy. Unstabilized austenitic alloys be-
on the steel's surface under oxidizing conditions. come susceptible to intergranular attack at room tem-
This condition is called passivity. The film forms only perature in many environments if they are heated to
in certain environments under certain conditions and a temperature between 1000 and 1550°F (550 and
different steels exhibit virious ranges of passivity. l000'C). This heat treatment precipitates chromium

carbide from the matrix, leaving behind regions near
Stainless steels would dissolve rapidly when in the grain boundaries which are depleted in chromium.

direct contact with a corrodent without the presence These regions of low chromium concentration are then
and maintenance of the inert, passive fdm. This is be- subject to accelerated attack. This process is called
cause the metal itself does not have good corrosion sensitization. lntergranular attack caused by carbide
resistance. Thus, the corrosion resistance of stainless precipitation can be minimized by decreasing the car-
steels is usually either very good or very poor; inter- bon content of an unstabilized austenitic alloy.
mediate corrosion resistance is seldom observed. In-
creased corrosion rates occur when the passive fdm The time at the sensitizing temperature also has an
becomes unstable or localized attack occurs. effect on corrosion resistance. At elevated tempera-

tures, carbides precipitate rapidly at grain boundaries.
Many factors can have deleterious effects on the Welding stainless steels can sensitize regions near the

corrosion resistance and mechanical properties of weld without affecting either the weld or base metal.
stainless steels. Cold work sometimes reduces the cor- In general, the degree of sensitization induced by
rosion resistance of stainless steels; this effect is rather welding increases as the heat input per unit length of
specific and depends on many factors such as compo- weld increases. Low heat input techniques such as arc
sition and the extent and uniformity of cold work. welding at high travel speeds are used to minimize
Improper heat treatment can also reduce the corrosion sensitization. Oxyfuel-gas welding is seldom used for
resistance of steels and there can be a subsequent loss welding stainless steels because of both the high heat
of mechanical properties. Surface condition, system input and the strong possibility of carburization of the
design and fabrication, and environment can also have stainless steel. Although sensitization does not ad-
a pronounced effect on the performance of stainless versely affect the mechanical properties of stainless
steels. steels. subsequent intergranular attack may have

detrimental effects on the steel's ability to sustain a
Th7 Effect o Composition on Passivity load in a corrosive environment,

Stainless steels derive their corrosion resistance from
the presence of chromium: corrosion resistance in- Martensitic stainless steels normally exhibit maxi-
creases as the chromium content increases. However. mum corrosion resistance in the fully hardened con-
a passive film will only form on grades of steels contain- dition: they must be properly heat treated to give
ing at least 10 percent chromium. Nickel in high- maximum corrosion resistance. These steels are usually
chromium stainless steels improves resistance to some tempered to reduce quenching stresses at or below
nonoxygenating media, but nickel is usually added 700'F (375°C), where ductility and toughness are
to impart properties other than corrosion resistance, improved without adversely affecting corrosion resis-
Manganese is an effective austenite stabilizer that does tance. Martensitic steels should not be tempered
not increase corrosion resistance. Molybdenum im- between 700 and 1050°F (375 and 500C), as both
proves the resi, tance of stainless steels to halogen salts lowered corrosion resistance and toughness will result.
and to pitting in seawater by strengthening the passive This phenomenon is known as temper embrittlement.
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Ferritic grades of stainless steels may lose their Generally, stainless steels are especially prone to
corrosion resistance following some heat treatments. pitting in solutions containing appreciable amounts of
Usually, after welding, nonhardening ferritic,' steels chlorides. Acid chlorides in higher valence states (such
containing fron 10 to 29 percent chromium are as cupric chloride and ferric chloride) are more aggres-
annealed to maximize corrosion resistance and ductil- sive than lower valence chlorides, and solutions con-
ity in the regions near welds, taining solutions of other halides (iodide and bromide

ions) and sulfates also cause pitting of stainless steels.
Precipitation hardenable steels as previously indi- Pitting can be a source of trouble whenever stainless

cated derive their strength and corrosion resistance steels are used in :hloride-containing environments;
from heat treatment. Tie properties of these alloys the resistance of stainless steels to pitting may be
are very deoend,;-t oi heat treatment and some alloys increased by adding molybdenum.
require complex heat treatment processes. For example.
seniaustenitc pre,:ipitation hardenable steels require Crevices at joints and connections, and points of
several heat treatment c les while martensitic types contact between metals, are often attacked. Crevice
require only a simple aging treatment. corrosion also can occur on stainless steels under

barnacles in seawater or at regions of the steel where
Modes of Corrosion of Stainless Steels corrosive solutions stagnate. The passive oxide film

'tainless vel ota, ,Xperence many forms of on stainless steel may not heal after being disrupted in
track in corrusive e:vit ,inients mnte~r~rnular atitack, a crevice where limited oxygen is available. This results

pitting, evicng, gialvani. corrusion, concentration in a "differential oxygen cell." where the region in the
cell corrosion, stress corrosion cracking, corrosion crevice corrodes rapidly. This situation is often con-
fatigue. and uniform corrosion. Stainless steels do not pounded when corrosive solutions such as seawater or
usually exhibit intermediate corrosion properties; moisture are trapped within the crevice. Furthermore.
they usually are very corrosion resistant or poorly crevices often stay damp longer than surrounding
corrosion resistant. areas. Gasket materials containing sulfur or graphite

often aggravate crevice corrosion.
Intergranular .A track

lntergranular corrosion usually results when stain- A double electrolytic effect occurs if the oxygen
less steels are sensitized by improper heat treatment.Unstbiied ustniti stelsconainig mre han concentration in a crevice falls below that needed toU n sta b iliz e d a u ste n itic s te e ls c o n ta i n n g m o re th a n k e p t e a o i a r a a s v . C r o i n a c l r t s
0.03 percent chromium are susceptible to sensitiza- keep the anodic area passive. Corrosion acceleratesbecause both a differential oxygen cell and a high
tion when complex chromium carbides precipitate. potential difference develops between the active anode
Variou, tests may be used to detect the susceptibility and cathode. Chlorides often assist this kind of attack,
of steels to intergranular attacki2 and techniques areavaitela to eliinate hromium aack'aride ecnipisan which can lead to severe pitting. Solutions in a creviceavailable to eliminate chromium carbide precipitation

in stainless steels.' 3 Intergranular corrosion resulting become more aggressive than the bulk solution and

from sensitized stainless steels is now well understood may become very acidic: solution pH in a crevice as

and guarded against: the incidence of this type of low as 1.2 is possible.

failure is very low.
It is difficult to evaluate the susceptibility of various

Pitting and Crevice Corrosion steels to pitting and crevice corrosion: test reproduci-
Pitting of stainless steels is a localized form of cur- bility is often poor and instances of failure are inter-

rosion which occurs when the passive film for some mittent. For this reason, an evaluation of the pitting or
reason is unable to restore passivity. Rapid dissolution crevice corrosion potential of steels is often both quali-
of the film at the point of initiation occurs and deep tative and somewhat subjective. The susceptibilities oi
pits may result. These pits can affect both the mechan- some steels to pitting and crevice corrosion are: 14

ical and electrochemical integrity of the stainless steels.
1. Highly susceptible: 200 series, 400 series, and

I ZStandard Recommended Practices for Detecting Suscept- Type 303

ibilitv to Intergranular Attack in Stainless Steels. ANSI/ASTM
4262-79 (ASTM, 1977).

13 Werals Handbook. Ninth Edition, Vol. 3. "Properties and 14D. Peckner and I. M. Bernstein. Handbook )I Stainless
Selection of Stainless Steels. Tool Materials and Special Pur- Steels. edited by II. B. Crawford and B (;atewood iMc(raw-
pose Metals" (American Society for Metals. 1980), pp 3-40. tlill Book Co 1977), Chapter 2
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2. Somewhat susceptible: 300 series (not 303) Stress-Corrosion Cracking and Corrosion Fatigue
and the precipitation-hardenable grades. with Type 316 The Stress Intensity Factor. Tile notinnal stress
or 3 lol- decidedly superior applied to a material is intensified near a crack or flaw

and many metals will crack under stress in various
3. Slightly susceptible: Carpenter 20Cb3 environments when the applied stress is relatively low.

Corrosion cracks are generally brittle on the micro-
Stainless steels containing molybdenum and high scopic scale; i.e., they occur before the onset of general

chromium contents are best suited for use in seawater yielding, while the bulk material is still in an elastic
where crevicing may occur and efforts to prevent state. For this reason, linear elastic fracture mechanics
solution stagnation are usually made. The presence oC is used to describe SCC in metals too ductile to measure
molybdenum in Type 316 and Carpenter 20Cb3 is mechanical fracture toughness by fracture mechanics
thought to be an important factor in corrosion resis- methods.
tance, but once a pit or crevice is initiated, corrosion
occurs as rapidly as in other stainless steels.'5  When a metal is stressed in a manner which tends to

open and extend an existing crack, the applied stress
Gahanic and Concentration Cell Corrosion is intensified near the crack tip. The stress intensit. at

Galvanic and concentration cell corrosion are forms the crack tip is quantified by using the stress intensit
of uniform corrosion affected by: the conductivity of factor, K, which has units of ksi t'i-n-) or MN n :I
the corrosion circuit, the potential between the anode The stress intensity factor is generally defined as.
and the cathode, polarization, relative areas of anode
and cathode, geometrical factors between dissimilar K 1.2no a
metal surfaces, and contact between metals. One of the . Eq l

most important of these factors is the relative areas of '~ 0. .
the active anode and cathode: the existence of a large
cathode and small anode will cause an increased cur- where:
rent density (i.e., corrosion rate) at anodic regions. For
example, carbon steel is usually anodic when coupled a is the depth of the crack
to stainless steel: carbon steel bolts in a stainless steel
plate will corrode at an accelerated rate while stainless a is the stress
steel bolts in a carbon steel plate will cause only a small
increase in the corrosion rate of the carbon steel. How- (y is the yield strength
ever, in a few instances it is also poor practice to
couple stainless bolts with a carbon steel structure. is a shape factor.

Stainless steels usually do not corrode much in Various shape factors are used depending on test con-
humid environments, but other metals such as carbon figuration. If the length of a crack is 2b, then .," has
steel, low alloy steel, cast iron, and zinc may corrode the values for various crack shapes listed in Table A I
faster if coupled with stainless steel. However, it has Equation Al may be simplified by assuming the exis-
been reported that bronze, brass, copper, graphite. and tence of a yield point stress and a long thin crack.
cast iron may be coupled with Type 304 austenitic SS giving:
without adverse effects on their corrosion properties. 16

ac. IEq A21

1ST. J. Lennox. M. H. Peterson, and R. E. Groove, Marine
Corrosion Studies: The Corrosion Characteristics and Response where:
to Cathodic Protection of Several Stainless Steel Allovs tn
Quiescent Sea Water ISixth Interim Report on Progress), oy is the yield strength
NRL Memorandum Report 1948 (Naval Research Laboratory
INRLI, November 1968).

16Metals Handboiok, Ninth Edition. "Properties and Se- ar is the critical crack length
lection of Stainless Steels. Tool Materials and Special Purpose
Metals" (American Society for Metals. 1980). pp 62-63. Kl1c is the stress intensity factor for SCC'.
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Table Al Tle SCCt of steels has recentl received much at ten-
Values of p2  lion and the susceptibility of stainless steels is affected

by factors such as allos com nposition. teimperature.
a 5,2 stress level, corrosion potential. surface condition. and

anions arid cations in cot rosive media.

0 ver, long, thin crack 1.00
0.25 1.14 Nickel is tile alloying element that huas the greatest
0.50 1.46 effect on SCC. Steels which contain , percent nickel
0.75 1.89
1.0 Se9i ra k 46 are more susceptible to SCC than those containing

1 e r reither more or less nickel."' To provide stainless steels
with SCC immunity, 35 to 45 percent nickel tst be

II this case, acr is the length of a critical clack under alt added."t (hromium in excess of 10 to I5 percent in
applied stress ay. A crack longer than act will grow austenitic stainless steels is cotsideted to be dightl.
while one shorter will not. Tite stress ittlernsity factor eltrtmtvntal to SCC ptoperties. The effect ot alloing

or K ,c also has practical importance. For example. elements and impurities nit S(.(' if stainless steels is

if it is known that cracks below a certain size cannot not well understood, bti veryl high purity steels exhibit
be detected or removed trom a metal, K .,. may be excellent SCC resiistance. Ilowever, these stecl, ate
used to determine he helaxinlltoo applied stress which expensive aitd difficuIt to p: dtUce tt a cottteicia
a material can withstand without the occurrence of scale.
SCC. It is often difficult to interpret the practical
significance of published SC' results, but K ,, cati be Tire occurrence of SCC is usuall. asso iated stlh

used to at least qualitatively evaluate the SCC resis- high stresses tear the yield stress). But. in seserelh
tance of materials. As K I.c increases, sio does tile stress corrosive environments, stresses as low as 0.1 percent
needed to initiate SCC. This factor does not describe of the yield stress can initiate SCC..23 This mode of
the speed at which cracks expand, but is useful in failure is usually not a problem in fresh water at low
determining tihe stability of cracks. It should be noted stress environments. Thermal stress relief of austenitic
that Klc is a function of environment and will be stainless steels has been used to control SCC." Ilow-
different for the same metal in different corrosive ever, stainless steels that have been improperly heat
mediums. The plane-strain fracture toughness. Kit, is treated can develop undesirable phases that calI lower
used to quantify material toughness in environments ductility and reduce SCC resistance.
which are not corrosive. In general, if Klsc, in a par-
ticular environment is below K1 c, the material is sus- In general, high-strength steels (steels with tensile
ceptible to SCC in that environment. Techniques for strengths greater than 180.000 psi [124 110 kPaI )
obtaining and evaluating data have not been perfected are much more susceptible to SCC than weakei steels.
and spurious results often occur. ' As-drawn or severely cold-worked stainless steels also

SCC of Stainless Steels. SCC is caused by both
electrochemical aid mechanical effects and oftenresuts ll atatrohicmatrialfaiure St(' equres'. C. tloxie, "Sonie ('orroslon ('onsiderations iii1 the
results in catastrophic tmaterial failure. S(( reqluires Selection of Stainless Steels for Pressure Vessel,." I'rssut

both a corrosive environment and mechanical stresses Vessels and Piping: Decade oW Progress. Vol 3 rAtirerican

(either applied or residual). Many mechanisms for tits Society of Mechanical Engineers i ASMFI , 1976).

complicated form of attack have beetn proposed. but 201F. C. loxie, Pressure IVissels and 'iping ,'iadc ,,

for engineering applications, past experience arid Progr'ss.
reliable testing provide the best guide for designing 2t D. Peckner and 1. M. Bernstein. Handbook oj Stainless
against SCC. The environments that cause SCC are Steels. edited by H. B. Crawford and B. Gatewood iMcGraw-

usually specific and cause little or no general attack.tS Hill Book Co. 1977). pp 62-63.
22 F. C. Hloxie, Pressure V'ssels and Piping Decad, of

17B. F. Brown, "Test Methods and Interpretation of Test Progress.

Data," Stress Corrosion Cracking Control Measures (U. S. 23"1' . C. Iloxie, Pressure Vessels and Piping Decade of
Government Printing Office [GPO]. 1977). Progress. and D. Rockner and I. NI. Bernstein. Handbook of

Ia11. G. Fontana and N. D. Greene, Corrosion l:'ngineering. Stainless Steels, pp 62-63.

edited by B. J. ('lark and F. A. Neal (McGraw-Hill Book Co. 24 . C. Iloxie. Pressure Vessels and Piping Decade oj
1978). p 386. Progress.
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are more susceptible to SCC than annealed stainless cyclic stresses are encountered. The mechanisms) of
steels, unless the annealed steels are exposed to very this form of attack has not been established and crack
high stresses. Ferritic grades of stainless steels are not initiation and propagation have been observed to react
considered to be susceptible to SCC in chloride envi- differently to environmental factors."s The fatigue
ronments, but will pit badly. Austenitic grades have limit of stainless steels is very sensitive to surface con-
been reported to exhibit SCC in chloride-containing dition and the existence of pits can greatly reduce a
solutions when high stresses (residual or applied) were metal's resistance to cyclic stresses. Adding nickel to
present, and martensitic grades also exhibit SCC when stainless steels provides them with the best resistance
exposed to stress in chloride environments. Recently, to corrosion fatigue.
interest has developed in the use of high-strength pre-
cipitation hardenable steels in marine environments. Various tests are used to rate a particular metal's
These steels generally become more susceptible to SCC resistance to corrosion fatigue. Usually, resistance limit
as hardness increases. Ferritic and high purity ferritic is defined as the maximum load at which a test piece
stainless steels are more resistant to SCC than Type 304 will survive a test of given duration without failure. In
SS in chloride-containing environments, but can ex- this type of test, the number of loading cycles must be
hibit SCC in sodium hydroxide in high pressure/high specified for a particular set of data. Both the corrosive
temperature water environments. Sensitization of high environment and surface condition can affect corrosion
purity stainless steels can also lead to SCC fatigue data. These data usually cannot be extrapolated
.usceptibilitv. to reliably predict metal behavior in environments

other than that of the test.2 9

The susceptibility of precipitation hardened steels
to SCC increases as strength increases. Armco 17-7 Corrosion fatigue as well as SCC may be designed
PH and Armco 17-4 averaged at 1150°F (621 0C) against by avoiding sharp fillets, high localized strains
have been reported to display the greatest resistance to at load transfer sites, and conditions where pitting of
SCC. s However, it also is reported that the stress crevicing may cause localized stresses.'
corrosion resistance of semiaustenitic precipitation
hardenable stainless steels such as 17-7 PH. PH 15-7 Erosion Corrosion and Cavitation
Mo. and AM 355 is generally lower than that of mar- Erosion corrosion is the acceleration in the rate of
tensitic stainless steels. 6 (Failure of 17-7 PH in the RH deterioration of a metal in a corrosive environment
)00 and TH 1050 conditions has been reported, but caused by the relative motion of a corrosive fluid and
the mechanisms were not identified.) Service perfor- metal surface. In general, the motion is rapid and
mance of the martensitic alloys 17-4 PH (H000), mechanical abrasion of the metal surface is involved.
PH 13-8 Mo. and Custom 455 suggests that these Most metals and alloys are susceptible to erosion cor-
alloys have good stress corrosion resistance.27  rosion. Metals which depend on passivity for corrosion

resistance can be attacked rapidly when the protective
Corrosion Fatigue of Stainless Steels. Corrosion surface is damaged or worn. Metal resistance to erosion

fatigue is similar to SCC and has led to catastrophic corrosion generally increases as hardness increases."
'tainless steel failures in corrosive environments where

25
E. C. Hoxie, "Some Corrosion Considerations in the 2

8D. Peckner and I. M. Bernstein. Handbook . Stainless

Selection of Stainless Steels for Pressure Vessels." Pressure Steels, edited by H. B. Crawford and B. Gatewood iMceraw-
Vessels and hping: Decade of Progress, Vol 3 (ASME, 1976). Hill Book Co. 1977), pp 16-85; L. Colombier and J. Htochman.

Stainless and Heat Resisting Steels (Edward Arnold Publishers,26C. S. Carter, D. G. Farwick. A. M. Ross, and J. M. Uchida, 1967), pp 64-65; and H. L. Craig, Jr. and T. W. Crooker.
"Stress Corrosion Properties of High Strength Precipitation Corrosion Fatigue Technology, ASTM Special Technical
Hardening Stainless Steels." Corrosion. Vol 27, No. 5 (May Publication 642 (ASTM, 1978).
1971l C . C.. 2 9L. Colombier and J. Hochman. Stainless and Heat Re-

C. S. Carter. D. G. Farwick. A. M. Ross, and J. M. Uchida, sisting Steels (Edward Arnold Publishers. 1967). p 188.
"Stress Corrosion Properties of High Strength Precipitation 30

B. F. Brown. "Stainless Steels (Austenitic and Ferritic)"
Hardening Stainless Steels." Corrosion. Vol 27. No. 5 (May

971); 1.'. S. Jacobson and 0. D. Miler, Preiminar' Evaluation Stress Corrosion Cracking Control Measures (GPO. 1977).
1911 F.S aosnad. .MlePeiiavEauto Chapter 7. pp 55-68.W Ilvdro/oil Base Wetals and (atiing Systems. Report No.

173-255 (The Boeing Co. l-chruary 1973). and R. W. Judy. 31H. G. .ontana and N. 1). Greene. Corrosion bngineennc,
Jr.. C. 17. 1 uu. and R. 1 oode, P'roperties of 17-4 PIt Stee., edited by B. 1. Clark and I:. A. Neal Me.la1ll Book Co
NRL Report 7639 (NRL. Dkcember 1973). 1978). pp 72 and 380.
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Cavitationi is a special formn oft erosion corrosiont corrosioni iesslatce is iequtied a iei leldoic Ii is
caused bN the format ion and collapse of vapor bubbles lionfha ide iiabHe miatl al that Iihas goo d :01101,11
In a liquid near a muetal suarface. 32 Cavitationt results resistance to various ilmnosphics. most acids. hot
tin the format ion of' cavit ies or pits onl a met al under petroleuml products st earniand combustion elses. Intl-
conditions where high velocity liquid flow and pressure granular corrosion niaN occur atlIter it is welded o
changes Lire encountered. This phenomenon is atilrib- otherwise heated to temiperaltires between 000 to
tited ito thle shock waves associated with the formation 1 000 F (422 ito 8r2 Cl. I h wever. its Io%% cad 6 o
of vapor in low pressure zones and its rapid condensa- tent inninnres fili,,C eer Several free i:ieiir
tion when pressure is increased. [lie pressure changes inodifitatLoris of y pe 10J4 SS arie AN,~ available. I pe
are a restult of turbulence in the liquid.3 - 304 SS can lie Iformed to) WA his ~lape w) AItt 11 111 I

difficulty. howkever. anl anneial should piecede atid 1''
Thle rate of cavitation attack depends onl many f'ac- low each drastic forminig operatiorn bec:ause of tire

tors such as temperature and liquid velocity. Civitation work-hardening properties of' this alloN. It is difficult
attack increases as temperature increases primarily to machine. This alloy. inl light sections. Ina\ be soit
because vapor pressures increase as temperature inl- soldered ot welded arnd is recommended for applications
creases. Liquid velocity and turbulence greatly affect where the final product cannot be annealed after %%eld-
cavitation cavitation increases as velocity and turbo- ig. Ty-pe 304 SS has the samte superior gerital cot r,
hence iitcrease.- Liquid comrtposi tion is riot a rmajori sion resistanice as I Ype .;' SS . [I pe 304N Sil is i1
factor in cavi tat iott corrosi on . For exarmle.- seawater niit rogen to od ifica ti il ot of*1pe 304 SS that I us eLIL1,a
does not produce worse cavitation thaii soft freshwater. corrosion resistance and superior strength propei tics
However, uniform corrosioni and other types of corro- for both the annealed arid cold-worked cornditiloni,.
sion can be aggravated by thle composition of the cur- At a given strength level, 1 ype 304N SS exhibits frot
rosive mnediunm. Austenitic arid Inartensitic steels resist 10 to 20 percent more ductility than does Type 304
cavitationi better than other low alloy stainiless steels. SS. Stainiless I 8-9LW cart replace Type 304 SS or 30~4N
adding nrickel to stainiless steels improves cavitationi SS for many applications since it has exceptional cold
resistance. " ThI e caviltation resist anrce (i' a given steel fiormiing Chiaracte Cristics whiichi call cIitinina te inr-pr ocess
increases as hardness increases attd. ats a result,- proper annealing. 'Fie stahiili/ed grades. lvpes 3 21 arid 347.
heat t reatmtent of stainless steels is essential ito provid- should lie used. however, forl operationis at from Soo)
irig rmaximumn cavitation resistance. to I10001- (422 to 86i2 C) where high sItreSS Conditions

exist unider a corrosive and elevated temperature en-
Description of Steels Investigated vironimenit. and for itemns that cannot be annealed

The properties of the steels selected for this iiives- after welding. Type 308 SS is a high cfiroriiri arid
tigation are summarized in Tables A2 aiid AS3. Table nickel modification of Type 304 SS used lprimil. ill
A2 lists nomninal compositions and Table A3 lists the welding rods.
ranges of thle mechanical properties of the alloys
tested." 5  Type 3104 is avail able ti billet.- bat. - otgirilki ie

strip, tube pipe, sheet - arid plate form. It is tvpicall\
Type 304 SS* used for kitchenware, door bars arid kick plates, cot f .ee

Type 304 SS is thle basic 18-8 stainless steel and is urnis, chemical hanidlinrg equiprmerit. soda founitarin
more suitable than Type 302 SS when slightly better equipmett flashirigs. hospital eqUipriterit - dairies.

pharmaceutical arid food processing itndustrires.

32H. G. Fontana and N. D. Greene, Corrosion lhnginen'ring. cryogenic applications, arid atomnic reactor equipment
edited by B. J. Clark and F. A. Neal IMcGraw-Hill Hook Co. F 40S
1978). p 84. 7 ,e4/0S

31L. ComeradJHohaSanesadHtRe Type 410 SS is a hastc. liardertable. low elitoriiiitim

sistani Steels I Idward Arnold Publishers. 1962), p 184. sanesselta a ieineil ip-nI

34L. Coloribier and J. Hochman. Stainless and Hleat He- anbeyhaltamn. owvitlen c ,i

sistant Steels. pp 184-188. tent, as with Type 403 SS, is riot specified anrd it ia
35 Srucura AlovsHanboo. Vl 2 190 Eitin (it- a slightly different chromium comupositional rainge

te- Columbstijra tltor % Handbo . Vo .18 dto a- Because of' its low chromium content,- this allox is

the Itolloin rg Iraterial descriptions ate adapted t torn used for structural ipplicatrons where the cutwiosioni
Strcapiral I/hit-s H1andbook. Vol 2. 1980 Iiriion IHalle'lk resistance ofl the more highly alloxed grades is nor
(ounrhus Lihona rorles. 1 9811). ecepi lr tire N60 descriptron I eqired. In gentral. f ite cotrrosriott iesist anrce oft \ pC

and is cited 4 11 SS is infer lot ito thtat of the 3t00 g~rades of stainless
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Iahle A3
Mechanical Properties of Stainless Steel*

%teclhallu.al Pro .pe i t a',
lsnsile

Material )leld Reduction
Cltimale Tensile I- Irngation in 2 ill. Imnpact Strengtt

Form or Strength O.Z,, Strength (for bars) of .Area (hiarp %
Alloy Thickness Condition (ksi) (ksi) ('H) (7) iardness (ft-lb)

304 SS Bar Annealed 87 34 57 67 80 R1,
101; Ok 98 7o ;c10 R ,
40< (',A 146 1 15 12 35 R,

410 SS I -in. bar Annealed 65 15 27 80) 8) Rtb
I viip I 100'1 118 104 22 60 ?41 111IN
eilp 600 I 181 14' 17 (62 561 IlIN .;g
lenll 300' I 188 14s 1-/ 60 188 BlIN 42

Custom 450 I-in. but Annealed 141 118 13 50 28 R, ins
Age 1150F 141 90 24 7o 28 R, ,97
Age 1000"1 172 169 is 0, 39 R, 51
Age 9001' I Q6 187 15 55 45 R,

Custom 455 1-in. tar .Annealed 145 115 14 60 31 R -ti
Age 1000 1 205 195 14 55 45 R 2o
Age 95012 230 220 12 50 48 R, 14
Age 900 F 245 235 10 45 49 R, 9

17-4 Pil Bar Annealed 150 110 10 45
It 11501 145 125 19 60 33R. 5,
If11075'1 165 1St) lb 58 36 R, 40)
H 10251 170 165 15 56 38 R, 35
It 900,1: 200 185 14 54 44 R, 17

Pit 13-8 Mo Bar Annealed 33 WlIN
It 1100,F 170 150 16 60 3o R, 00
If 10501F 190 180 Is 55 43 R, 50
H 1000'1.'  

215 205 13 50 45 R, 30
H 9501: 225 205 12 40 47 Re 20

NSO Sheet Annealed 128 86 36 70 21 R1, 170
60 CR 212 199 5 55 43 R, 90

N60** Sheet Annealed 103 60 60 74 95 Rt, 240
60, CR 240 195 12 48 43 R,

*Strtwturl .llos Handbook. Vol 2, 1980 I'dition (Battelle Columbus Laboratories, 1980).

Metric conversions I ksi 6.9 Pa; I ft-lb 1.365N-r; I in. 24.5 tn; CF-32) x 0.55

**Manufacturers' specificatitns.

steel. Although Type 4 10 SS is fairly easy to machine. al a given strenglh level. 'I ype 410 SS is claia tet tied

it has a tendency to drag iti the annealed condition, by its high silicon content and is used in all %t rgliIl
Where machinability is a major factor, a free machining forms as well as in sand and investnelt castiltrg,
grade, Type 416 SS. should be used. This alloy may be
welded, provided preheat is applied and there is stress Type 410 SS is available in lubing, bar. plate. sheet.
relief after the martensitic transformation. Because forging, casting, and strip forms. It is typically used for
Type 410 SS has a low alloy content, it is among the high-tetuperature corrosive environments; shafts; ma-
least expensive of the stainless steels. Type 410Cb SS chinery in the chemical. mining, and food processing '5

is a columbium modification of Type 410 SS. It is industries; low-price cutlery; meat hooks; and coal
easier to heat treat, has higher strength and toughness, chutes.
has an improved grain size control, and is more ductile
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Customtti 51 SS, is a tideratel priced, falaten- loienegs. gears. shiafts. atid kCi~oe'tt I1I do.. t

'we Ic iehariciiable stainleNN steel that has ver good
c')rION1011 Mnd stiess coijosion resistance conbined _ 4 I'll SS
%wh ittoderate strength. It is easN to nacliite, weld, lie 17-4 PH1 SS is a precipitation hiardenine! stiiiles,

adtomti in the solution-atinealed conditiots; it also cain steel capable ul' high strengthl and haidniess, lesels at let
he age-hardened at a elat ively low temperatuire with a i ively simnple heat treatment procedut e. I III
out distortion. The veneral corrosiont resistance of an- grade is nirensitic and mnagnetic In both thle solution1-
itealed Customi 450 SS is suiperior to that of[I ypes 41)5 lieca td and piecipitation-hardened conditions. It is
410, 420. 430. 431 440-C mid Custom 455 *SS. abuLt hilihl tesistant to crack propagation. has good tians-
equal to that of Ilie 304 SS. but Interior to that (it verse properties. anid its corrosion resistance is nor-
Type 310 SS, The st tenttel of' Customn 450 SS is supe- mialls' superior to the regular martensitie chromium type
iii to t1tat of" I vpes .3 h0. 304. 430 and 405 88. about of Staitiless steel. Because of' the single low-tettperature
lie same is that of IsNpes 4 11 atnd 43,1 SS. bitt itifeior (900 to I I SO"F 1477 to o 14:''] ) precipitatiotn hardetn-

i that ft Customn 45)5. TNype 420 and Type 440-C SS. ing heat treat ment of' this grade, Scaling and distort11on
aire virtually eliminated. Thtus. it can be finisht ma-

Cnstoin 45;0 SS is available in billets, bar. wvire. cltined to close tolerances before heat treatment. Tis

t ip ibina. and catn om ti yiaI sdfr alloy withstands atmospheric corrosion better thatt all
t .astenet, N alve parts, boat shafting: putnp shafts for conventlional hardenable stainless Steels (400 series i
marine. chemical, atid petroleutn applications; anid anid is itnmune to all foodstuffs, sterilizing solutions.
ball atid rod end bearings, most organic chiemicals anid dy'estuffs. and a variet> of'

inorganic chemicals. Its corrosion resistance generally
Customt 455 SS approaches that of Types 302 anid 304 SS. yet it miain-

This precipitation hardening martensitic stainless tains high strength at temperatures uip to 600'1 312'
steel develops exceptionally high strength with good C). It is not susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement.
ductility anid boughtness. It is highly resistant to SCC. It resists nitric acid well. halogen acids poorly . anid the
is easily fabricated in the atnnealed condition, anid can Sulfur acids moderately. Thle 1 7-4 PH SS miay be tot
bie teat treated at relatively low temperatures. The worked and forged: however, because of its high \ ield
overall corrosion resistance of Custom 455 SS is inter- strength, it is seldom cold worked. In the annealed
mediate to Types 410 and 430 SS. It shows excellent condition, it machines similar to Types 302 anid 304
OXidatioti resistance to I 100'F (5870 C). but is recoi- SS. It can be welded by all mnethods w ithout being
mended for service temperatures to only 800'F (422§ preheated. For comparative purposes. the general
C ). It cati be nitrided anid shows a dimnensiotnal cont rac- fabricating characteristics of' 17-4 P11 SS are sitnilat
tion ott heat t reatmnt tiup to 0.0010 in. in. (0.0010 to those of Types 410or 431 SS8. As withi oilier preip-
iniirt/tnmi). Custom 45 5 SS is easily forged at fromn 1050 itatioti iardenine, stainless steels. a dtietisiottil cliattee
to 2300TO' 1890 to I 247"C) anid it is readily cold occurs iUpont liJtrdettine! w1hch vatIC es111 ti 0.0004 to
worked when atnnealed . even though it is mart en sitic 0.001I0 iii. itt. 10.01I010 to 0.0254 tim itin) ott f
in this condit ion. It is usually aged for 4 hours at contract ion.
900 to 1050"F (477 to SoO;1C). Its toughness atid
ductility increase anid its tensile strength decreases as I-lie higliest smrettgt I' to I--4 I'll SS IS Ini o:1Itdi t wi

lie aging tenmperalture i nc reases iii thle range front 900 IH-900) I aging for1 1 tour at 000 1: 1 47C7 () ci
to 1050'1: 1477 to 56(4C36 It cati be machined with it for 4 tours, at temperatures fioti 0)25 to, 1 150 1:
practices used for other high-strength alloys or with die 1491 to 6i I4"() lowers te-. ole strentigls atid itires
procedures used for the nickel maraging steels. (Cistomi ductility and imupact resistance . The 1 '-4 P11 SS is
455 SS can be welded, without preheat or post heat, available in bar. forgings. billets, tube, wire, strip. atid
by any, of' the resistance or inert gas shielded processes. sheet form. It is typically us,. I for vatlves, motor

shafts, propeller shafts, storage tanks, oil field equip-
('ustoti 455 SS is available in billets, bar, wire, strip. tnent. aircraft fittings. fasteners, roller chaitn pins,

anid tubing form. It is typically used for high-strength splines, and gears.

11(;I t n t ini and N. 1). (icc nc. Corrosiont / ngincri,. 37. V I . l kette anid D). t). Roach. \,w t)-relopn is Ill
cdttcd h11 1t IClark ind I , . Neal (Nldraw-Ifill tBook Coi. Ifij(I Strenth Siditiess St-Is. DI)MC Report 223 i tlctns
1 979). p 64 Me tals I nformatdt ion ('enter, J antar\ 3. I1966).
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P/1 13--10.() slon resistance. nuclear leah oirp.ttfls. ,i
fits is a niartensitic precipitation hardening stain- landing gear parts. and hlih-pelit ,mnaie shaliL

less steel that has excellent toughness and good trans-
verse properties. Its general metallurgy is similar to that .o .SS
of Ptl 15-7 Mo. lowever. it maintains these roperties N5O SS. previousl% called Alls 22-1, 5. is .:e
along witth good corrosion resistance in large sections. tinely inexpensse austenitic stainless steel that prl,-
As with other precipitation hardening stainless steels. ,ides a good combination of corrosion rcistancc and
PII 13-S Mo is hardened with a single aging treatment strengtht. Its corrosion resistance is greater than tita
and has a dinensional contractional associated wtli it provided by Types 310. 31tL and 317 SS. plus it has
that varies front 00004 to 0.0012 in.jil. (0.0004 to altotit twice tIhe yield strength at room tentperatute.
11.0012 rmrinrirrrtt. depending on the hardenirg treat- It also has very good inechianical properties at both
rnent. This material has excellent forging and welding elevated subzero temperatures. It remains tnontagnetl,
characteristics. It can be machined if the speeds used even after severe cold working. It resists intergtanuLor
are 20 to 30 percent lower than those used for 17-4 attack, but is susceptible to SCC in hot chlorde eri-
PH SS. The corrosion resistance of PH 13-8 Mo SS ronments. as is Type 316 SS. It can he fabricated Aitthi
exceeds that of Types 410 and 431 SS and is about the procedures similar to those used for the 300 series
same as that of 17-4 P11 SS; however, it has the highest stainless steels and it is easy io fusion weld. NU is
stress corrosion resistance of any of the hardenable available it bar. wire. sheet. strip, billets. atd extrusrin
stainless steels. This allo. was developed to provide a form. It is typically used for high-strength corrosion
martensitic stainless steel free from delta ferrite in resistant applications, including pumps, valves, fittings.
which aluminum is used as the hardening agent. It is fasteners, cables, chains. screens, wire cloth. marine
used in large cross-section parts that require good hardware, boat shafting. springs. and photograph,:

centerline transverse ductility and yield strength values equipment.
to 220 ksi (1517 MN/m 2 ). As with some other precipi-
tation hardening stainless steels, the fracture toughness N60 SS
is good above room temperature, but decreases rapidly N60 SS is an austenitic stainless steel with corro-
at temperatures below 0°F - 18'0C. sion resistance similar to Type 304 SS. but withl almost

twice the yield strength at room temperature. It resists
The PH 13-8 Mo SS may be solution heat treated at galling and exhibits good resistance to metal-to-metal

1825°F (9360 C), air cooled to room temperature, and abrasive wear. It has good impact strength and oxida-
aged at 950 to I 100F (504 to 587°C). The material tion resistance at subzero temperatures. Its good galling
is considered to be in condition A after solution treat- resistance up to temperatures of 1400°F (760C'
ing. Tire ductility and toughness increase and the makes it a candidate for applications such as fastening
tensile strength generally decreases as aging tempera- systems including nuts and bolts. N60 SS is not harden-
ture increases. 3

8 The PH 13-8 Mo SS is available in able by heat treatment and the recommended thermal
billet, plate, bar, and wire form. It is typically used for treatment is annealing at 1950'F (1066°C follossed
forgings. cold headed and machined fasteners, petro- by rapid cooling. It is available in bar, wire. and forging
leum and chemical applications requiring stress corro- billets. 39

3 8 H. G. Fontana and N. D. Greene, Corrosion Engineering. 39B. F. Brown, "Stainless Steels tAustenitic and I'erritic."
edited by B. J. Clark and F. A. Neal (McGraw-Hill Book Co. Stress Corrosion O(acking Control iMeasures (GPO. 19771.
1978). p 84. Chapter 7.
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APPENDIX B:
POTENTIODYNAMIC SCANS OF STAINLESS STEELS
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Figure BI. Potentiodynamic scans of 304 SS.
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Figure B2. Potentiodynamic scans of 410 SS.
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